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Pregnancy’s Hormonal Itch
Mmm, hives. The not-so pleasant side of
pregnancy. You know, along with the
sickness, the hair loss, the swollen body…
This was the bit that really drove me
to distraction, and it seems it
affected some of you too. Firstly,
you should definitely see your midwife
about this particular problem, and possibly
your GP. I actually only found my
dermatologist to be truly helpful in the end
– everyone else was stumped by my itchy
rash. I was diagnosed with Polymorphic
Eruption of Pregnancy and eczema, but
there are a whole host of rashes that can
crop up as a result of the insane hormonal
surges your body is trying to handle.
Sometimes it’s just an itchy abdomen, as
the skin stretches to accommodate
your baby. The problem is, the usual itchyskin medications…aren’t all safe for use
during pregnancy. Don’t just merrily slap on
Hydrocortisone as a doctor will often
recommend against using it during
pregnancy and breastfeeding. Instead ,look
at other remedies to cope with the itch and
resulting sore skin. All you can really do.
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Hi, I’m Grace Timothy, a freelance writer with a
background in fashion and beauty. I’ve
contributed to a variety of titles in the UK and
US, including Vogue, VanityFair.com,
WMagazine.com, Red, Company, Tank, Zest,
Brides and Net-a-Porter.com. Most recently, I’ve
been Style.com’s London reporter during
London Fashion Week, and Acting Beauty Editor
of Glamour until my baby, Emie Rae was born in
September 2012. Now I juggle my former
beauty editor lifestyle with teething rings, damp
muslins and a tower of nappies. The Pregnant
Beauty Guide will be my first book. Follow me
at @babymamabeauty for updates, or email
any questions to:

pregnantbeautyguide@gmail.com
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Metique Tea Tree Oil After Wax Lotion
Categories: For Everyone!, For PostNatal, For Pregnancy
http://thepregnantbeautyguide.com/
Metique Tea Tree After Wax Lotion
£11.22. Yes, it’s great for soothing skin
post-wax, but its cooling effect and
softening Vitamin E also calm itchy,
inflamed skin elsewhere on your body.
I’m assured it’s safe for pregnancy, and I
can vouch – it is the nuts.
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